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Leading Developments
Brits Meddle on Home Turf As Their Empire
Collapses. The exposure last week of the British
subversion operation known as the Integrity Initiative—a
government-funded media/intelligence operation to
subvert nations and institutions which refuse to submit to
the Empire’s plan for war on Russia—has led to a new
explosive revelation, as the British Labour Party has
caught them running direct interference in their own
national political and electoral process. The “Russiagate”
coup attempt against President Donald Trump, run by
political assassin Robert Mueller on behalf of MI6 and
their assets in the Obama Administration, has now been
caught running the same criminal operation against the
opposition party in the U.K. itself. The Daily Record of
Scotland on Sunday revealed that the Integrity Initiative
Twitter feed has been running attacks on Labour Party
Leader Jeremy Corbyn as a “Russian agent”. “What
[Corbyn] has done,” one tweet reads, “wittingly or
unwittingly, is work with the Kremlin agenda.”
The Labour Party has reacted vigorously. Labour’s
Shadow Foreign Secretary, Emily Thornberry issued a
statement: “It is simply outrageous that the clearly misnamed ‘Integrity Initiative’—funded by the Foreign Office
to the tune of £2.25 million over the past two years—has
routinely been using its Twitter feed to disseminate

personal attacks and smears against the Leader of the
Opposition, the Labour Party and Labour officials.” The
Foreign Office stumbled all over itself, with Foreign
Office Minister of State for Europe and the Americas Alan
Duncan promising “an immediate investigation.”
President Trump is continuing to battle the coupplotters in the U.S., while also building his personal ties to
Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin, even in the face of the
“New McCarthyite” fraudulent attacks from the
Democrats, and even from some Republicans. His
economic adviser Larry Kudlow reported Sunday that the
Chinese are moving rapidly to implement the agreement
reached between Xi Jinping and Trump in Argentina, while
Trump is optimistic that the U.S., China and Russia can
reach an arms control accord soon.
Europe, meanwhile, is descending into chaos. Theresa
May Monday postponed the Parliamentary vote on her
fake Brexit plan, admitting that she had far from enough
votes to pass it. The new CDU leader in Germany,
Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer, is proving to be a clone of
Angela Merkel and will do nothing to stop the escalating
collapse of all the traditional parties. After four weeks of
mass-strike demonstrations across the nation, Saturday
saw 136,000 people on the streets, with over 1,200 arrests.
The Wall Street Journal reports, to its dismay, that
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Macron’s plan to impose vicious austerity on the French
people is failing, and that “panic has spread through the
ranks of his allies and supporters in the National
Assembly.”
At the same time, the accelerating collapse of
Deutsche Bank continues, as does the panic over the
corporate debt bubble in the Western financial system.
More voices are rising up to demand a return to the GlassSteagall policies of Franklin Roosevelt. Zepp-LaRouche
observed that in 1971, when Nixon pulled the plug on the
dollar and the Bretton Woods system, her husband Lyndon
LaRouche warned that the inevitable result over time
would be a new depression, war, and the re-emergence of
fascism, unless his proposal for restoring the Hamiltonian
American System were implemented. (back to top)

France Erupts Against the Old Paradigm. What
began as a spontaneous, limited protest over the rise in gas
and oil prices in France, has grown over the past weeks to
include more and more sectors of the population, who have
seen their purchasing power dwindle over the years, and
are furious that the government has simply ignored their
demands. The “carbon tax” that all drivers were forced to
pay was just the proverbial straw that broke the camel’s
back, uncorking the long pent-up anger at the unjust, antisocial policies.
Although President Emmanuel Macron finally backed
down and agreed to immediately suspend the new carbon
tax as well as the rise in electricity rates, the Yellow Vests
called the concessions mere “crumbs”, and refused to stop
the mobilization.
The usual groups of provocateurs, from different
ends of the political spectrum, were deployed again on
Dec. 9 to engage in violence, plunder shops and stage
clashes with the police. In anticipation, the government
had mobilized nearly 90,000 law enforcement personnel
around the country to deal with the violence, but most of
them are also sympathetic to the popular movement.
Moreover, the two largest trade unions, CGT and Force
ouvrière, volunteered to help protect the demonstrations,
since the Yellow Vests have no security forces of their
own. And according to the latest polls, a good three fourths
of the population support the protests.
Jacques Cheminade, in a Dec. 7 interview with
LaRouchePAC TV, likened the explosion to a mass-strike
ferment, in which “the past is rejected, but the future is not
yet defined.” However, the level of consciousness of the
protesters rises above their own individual concerns to ask
fundamental questions about the society that is oppressing
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them and the role of a true republic in defending their
interests.
In that context, the role of his party, Solidarité et
Progrès, he said, is to “give people a sense of the policies
that are needed” to put an end to the thinking that puts
financial interests above human life and digniy. “They
need to think about how they can continue without staying
at the same level of protest. That’s a big challenge for the
future.” And people are more eager now to expand their
horizons and understand “heavy ideas”.
“...nobody thought that this would happen in France,
because France is supposed to be controlled by the left, by
the right, more than any other countries; by all political
parties and every day they invent the new party trying to
control the process.
“So, our advantage, compared to all these people [of
the political parties], is the way I was mistreated in French
politics, and when they learn about what they’ve done to
Lyndon LaRouche...in the United States. Then, they have a
certain sense of what was done to me, because of the three
Presidential elections [Cheminade ran in]. They say, ‘they
have mocked you, they have attacked you, they have done
to you exactly what’s was done to us.’ So, they have an
understanding from this immediate standpoint, but I tell
them, ‘you have to go deeper into the understanding.’
“What we are trying to do—it’s very interesting—in
various layers, is to give them what they need: To give
them the food to feed them, which is what they need to
develop their thinking and go further than what they
themselves expected.
“I was invited to three universities in Lille, in
northern France, near the Belgian border. It’s a city of
about 1 million people—a big city. There, I told all the
students, ‘I got only 0.18% in the Presidential election. It’s
very little.’ But they said, ‘It’s precisely for that [reason]
that we want you. Because we know that if they did that to
you, it’s [because] you are different. We want to know why
you are different, and as they say, what you have in the
stomach. Please tell us.’ So, we had very interesting
meetings with them.”(back to top)

Trump Tweets About Paris Riots. On Dec. 8
President Trump issued two tweets on the Paris protests:
“The Paris Agreement isn’t working out so well for
Paris. Protests and riots all over France. People do not
want to pay large sums of money, much to third world
countries (that are questionably run), in order to maybe
protect the environment. Chanting 'We Want Trump!' Love
France.”
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“Very sad day & night in Paris. Maybe it’s time to end
the ridiculous and extremely expensive Paris Agreement
and return money back to the people in the form of lower

taxes? The U.S. was way ahead of the curve on that and
the only major country where emissions went down last
year!”(back to top)

Trump in Action
Trump Pounded Mueller and his Criminal
Corrupt Opeation. in no less than nine tweets over the
course of 22 hours from Thursday night to late Friday
afternoon. That includes quoting Mueller-target Jerome
Corsi, that Mueller's witchhunt "is not justice, this is not
America. This is a political prosecution. The Special
Prosecutor (Counsel), to get this plea deal, demanded I lie
and violate the law. They're the criminals." And later in the
day, a slam at reports that his lawyers are not preparing a
counter report to the Mueller Report. "That is Fake News.
Already 87 pages done, but obviously cannot complete
until we see the final Witch Hunt Report," the President
wrote. (back to top)

William Barr as Attorney General? Either a Guy To
Take Down Mueller, or a Bush Plant? Time Will
Tell. In his very young, prior life, under the tutelage of
George H.W. Bush, Bill Barr was not a good guy. From
high school on, he planned to be in the CIA, got there and
was noticed by George H.W. Bush when he was Director
of the CIA, and then was brought into the heart of Bush’s
secret government operations, particularly those involving
Ollie North and Iran-Contra. Then, in the Justice
Department Office of Legal Counsel, he wrote opinions
authorizing kidnapping and rendition. As Deputy Attorney
General and then Attorney General from 1991-1993, he
supervised the invasion of Panama, and the very ugly and
illegal trial of Manuel Noriega. He also supervised the
coverups of BNL (Banca Nazionale del Lavoro), otherwise
known as Iraqgate (George H.W. Bush’s supplying
weapons to Iraq which we later encountered in Margaret
Thatcher’s war to “liberate” Kuwait), and BCCI (Bank of
Credit and Commerce International, the British-spawned
bank of crooks and criminals which was the moneybags
for numerous intelligence operations worldwide, the center
of much drug money-laundering and terrorist financing
worldwide, and the honeypot for corrupting Third World
leaders and numerous politicians on both sides of the aisle
in the United States.)
Robert Mueller was the line DOJ prosecutor on all of
these operations, reporting to Barr. Barr was a complete
Neanderthal on criminal justice policy, going after lowlevel drug gangs and dealers for maximum jail sentences,
and, as an advisor to the government of Virginia,

recommending the abolition of parole. These are all the
traditions, of course, of the Washington intelligence
establishment and the Republican Party.
But, as many point out, that was years and years ago,
and Barr has had a substantive life since then, mostly as a
corporate lawyer. He has criticized Mueller’s witch hunt of
President Donald Trump. He is a firm believer in the
Executive powers of the President under Article II.
Attorney Joseph diGenova and his wife both write that he
is possibly the best thing since sliced bread. There is
reason to believe, based on their prior roles together in the
Bush Justice Department, that he knows the backstory on
Robert Mueller in more detail than anyone, and that the
two didn’t exactly get along. Time will tell. (back to top)

Rome-Washington Axis against the EU and
Geopolitics Consolidates. U.S. Ambassador to Italy
Lewis Michael Eisenberg endorsed the Italian government
in its confrontation with the European Union. Citing a
tweet by Trump, Eisenberg said that “Prime Minister
Conte is working a lot for the Italian economy and will be
highly successful. This is what Trump believes and his
hope as well.” Speaking at an Aspen Institute Italy meeting
on “U.S.-Italy Dialogue” on Dec. 3, he said: “We believe
that the process on the budget undertaken by Italy is very
significant for Italy, the European Union and for the
world.”
Italian Foreign Minister Enzo Moavero Milanesi
spoke next, saying, “I think that what we heard” from
Ambassador Eisenberg “is clear. The United States is with
us.”
At the same time, it has been reported that the U.S.Italy axis on Mediterranean policy is making progress.
After a meeting in Washington of Italian and U.S. officials
in the framework of the “U.S.-Italy steering committee”
set up during Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte’s visit to
Washington last summer, Libyan National Army head
Khalifa Haftar flew to Rome Dec. 5 to meet with Conte.
This is part of the work to implement the roadmap agreed
upon at the International Libya Conference last November
in Palermo. (back to top)

Larry Kudlow: Talks with China Are Going Well.
Appearing December 8 on Fox News Sunday with host
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Chris Wallace, Larry Kudlow, director of the National
Economic Council, expressed optimism that U.S.-China
trade talks are “on track,” and pointed to positive
statements made last week by China’s Commerce Ministry
as evidence of this. The Wall Street Journal quotes U.S.
Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer, who is otherwise
presented as a “hardliner” on the 90-day deadline to reach
an agreement, saying that “if there’s a deal to be done,
we’ll make it. The President wants us to make a deal.”
Kudlow reported that 35 Chinese agencies, along with
China’s Supreme Court, are drawing up legislation to
address intellectual property theft, and that China indicated
in addition that it is prepared to purchase “large amounts”
of U.S. services, as well as agricultural products, including
soybeans, and also natural gas. China announced on Dec.
11 that it was cutting tariffs on U.S. automobiles. Treasury
Secretary Steve Mnuchin has indicated that China may
make additional purchases of $1.2 trillion, the Wall Street
Journal reported, stating, “if that is real, that will close the
trade deficit.”
So, Kudlow remarked, there are “some very positive
statements” out of Beijing. “When you piece it together ...
there’s a lot of good things out there.”
At the dinner in Argentina Kudlow said, "President Xi
engaged in a level of detail... which was, in my opinion,
quite unusual for the head of state. Guys like me are
supposed to know the details. He did. He made the pitch
himself. And [Xi] wasn't winging it, he was well prepared.
And so I was impressed with that and I felt that bolstered
the Chinese commitment... We've never seen that hands-on
participation by President Xi before. In fact, that dinner
was quite remarkable."
On Canada’s arrest, at the behest of the Justice
Department, of Huawei’s Chief Financial Officer Meng
Wanzhou, Kudlow underscored that President Donald
Trump hadn’t known about it beforehand, and, after being
informed, had “no reaction.” Wallace insisted, citing his
“sources,” that Trump had been “livid” on learning the
news, to which Kudlow replied he had not seen such a
reaction, but hypothesized that, were he in a similar
position, he, too, might be livid.
Otherwise, Kudlow emphasized that the case of
Huawei’s Meng Wanzhou would not affect trade
negotiations—that it’s a law enforcement issue, unrelated
to trade. It’s “outside my lane,” he said. (back to top)

Newly-Elected
Congressional
Democrats
Consider Cooperation with Trump on Rebuilding
Infrastructure. In a surprising development, a letter was
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sent to Democratic Party leaders calling for legislative
action in 2019 which focuses on "constituents' concerns",
rather than pursuing investigations aimed at impeaching
President Donald Trump. What was surprising is that the
letter was signed by 46 newly-elected Democratic Party
Congressmen, which is more than three-quarters of those
Democrats elected to the House for the first time in the
November midterm election. This goes against the
"conventional wisdom" that says the Democrats regained a
majority in the House due to anger about Trump and the
voters' desire to remove him.
The new Congressmen wrote that, while they have a
duty to exercise oversight over the Executive Branch, "we
must prioritize action on topics such as the cost of
healthcare and prescription drugs, our crumbling
infrastructure, immigration, gun safety, the environment,
and criminal justice reform." Although the signers do not
always agree on how to approach every issue, "...we are
united in the belief that we have a mandate to debate, draft,
and work across the aisle to pass legislation." The latter
point is a direct appeal to put aside the toxic partisanship
which has characterized the Democratic leadership's
assault on President Trump since his election, using the
"Russiagate" charges as an excuse to divert him from
pursuing the policies on which he campaigned, and which
led to his election.
Two polls show that the 46 Congressmen have a
better view of voter sentiment than those, such as Rep.
Adam Schiff, or the anti-Trump media pundits, who insist
that the lesson from the midterm election is that Americans
want Trump investigated, and removed. Nancy Pelosi, who
is all-but-certain to return to her previous post as House
Speaker in a vote in early January, has spoken out
repeatedly against making impeachment the leading issue
for Democrats, calling it a "distraction".
Rebuilding America's decrepit infrastructure is one
point on which Democrats and Republicans could come
together. Democrat Rep. Peter De Fazio, (D-OR) who is
expected to become the incoming chairman of the House
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, already
introduced an infrastructure bill in the current session, and
has said he is willing to work with the President.
Shortly after his inauguration, Trump appealed to
Democrats to join him in upgrading America's
infrastructure, but they refused. Following the 2018
midterm election, Trump has again held out his hand to the
Democrats, saying he could work with them on issues such
as infrastructure and reducing health care costs -- for
example, lowering the cost of prescription drugs -- but
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only if they do not spend the next two years investigating

him. (back to top)

Climate Change Fraud
U.S., Russia, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait Block IPCC
Report at COP24 Climate Conference. There is
surprisingly good news out of the long-drawn-out annual
UN climate circus (COP24) at Katowice, Poland, over
Dec. 2-14. On Dec. 10 the U.S., Russia, Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait prevented the adoption of the latest loony report
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). Climate fanatics were tearing out their hair,
clamoring, “How can you oppose science?” and “Why,
you yourself voted to commission this report—how can
you oppose it now?” This is reported by British Empire
media, BBC and the Guardian, among others.
The resolution before the body stated that it
“welcomed” the Oct. 7 IPCC report, but the motion failed
because no consensus could be reached. The alternative
resolution of the four named countries stated simply that
the conference “took note” of the report. The climate-nuts
screamed at the four holdout delegations far into the night,
Dec. 8. After the motion failed, most of the Dec. 9
proceedings
were
cancelled.
The
lower-level
representatives now at Katowice were joined by ministers
from some nations on Dec. 10; perhaps they will try to reopen this issue.
According to Associated Press, the U.S. State

Department put out a declaration which straightforwardly
said that to “welcome” the report would indicate
agreement with its findings, but the U.S. disagrees with the
report. AP reports that the resolution “welcoming” the
IPCC report would “[make] it the benchmark for future
action.”
The IPCC Special Report at issue, “Understanding
Global Warming of 1.5°C,” Number 15 of Oct. 6, 2018,
claims that in order to avoid supposedly disastrous global
warming in excess of 1.5°C, measured from the
“beginning of the industrial era”—that global net mancaused CO2 emissions must be reduced to zero by the
middle of this century. What does zero net emissions
mean? It means that even in 2050, some few benighted
folk will continue to burn fuels and suchlike, but that their
CO2 “emissions” will be offset by the activities of more
enlightened persons who will contrive to suck CO2 out of
the air, and hide it underground or elsewhere. Thus there
will be zero “net” man-caused CO2 emissions. (This from
the World Resources Institute’s supportive summary of
Oct. 7.)
The latter group of CO2-suckers will be located on
the famous floating island of Laputa. This is what well
over 100 national and other delegations voted to support,
with only 4 dissenting. (back to top)

New Paradigm
Invest in Yemen Launches "Miracle Report" for
Yemen Reconstruction. The government's General
Investment Authority in Sana'a, Yemen launched the
Schiller institute report "Operation Felix" as their
reconstruction plan as reported in its newsletter! The
special study, "Operation Felix," is the basis for a series of
weekly seminars started several months ago to discuss
Yemen's reconstruction and connection to the Belt and
Road. On Dec. 5th, at such a seminar on the Chinese
model of development and cooperation hosted by the
Investment Authority, a letter by EIR's Hussein Askary
about the new Chinese credit policy was presented.
Also, the Deputy Prime Minister and Finance
Minister Dr. Hussein Maqboli has called for paying
attention to agriculture, industry, which is in line with the
Operation Felix proposal. During a ministerial meeting
held in Sana'a, too, Maqboli said that the agricultural
sector takes up 30% of the value of imports, despite the

fact that Yemen has large agricultural areas, only a very
small percentage of which is under cultivativation.
Maqboli pointed to the need to diversify the sources of
income and not rely mainly on oil. (back to top)

China Succeeds in Launching Chang’e-4 Heading
to Far Side of the Moon, May Spur U.S.
Cooperation. In the early morning hours of Dec. 8,
China sent a spacecraft into Earth orbit that will make
history early next year when it lands on the far side of the
Moon. As spaceweather.com aptly acknowledged, “if the
mission succeeds, it will catapult China into the forefront
of lunar exploration with a landing that no other nation has
even dared to attempt.”
Chang'e-4 will not land immediately, but will orbit the
Moon for perhaps a month. There are indications that the
landing could take place around Jan. 3, because of the
sunrise then over the Von Karman crater. Chang'e-4 will
land inside the relatively small, flat Von Karman crater, in
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the area of the huge ancient South Pole-Aitkin Basin,
which has a proliferation of smaller craters inside
indicating its age. High-resolution photographs taken by
NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter reveal a strikingly
different geology and geography on the far side than on the
side facing Earth. The Change'e-4 rover is equipped with
an imaging spectrometer for analysis of the lunar soil, and
a radar to look into the geological past of the far side of the
Moon.
The landing mission was made possible by the May
launch of the Queqiao relay satellite, which sits in a halo
orbit past the Moon. From this vantage point, it can
communicate with both the spacecraft on the Moon and
mission control on Earth. (back to top)

Roscosmos Director Rogozin Will Visit U.S. Next
Year. “Dmitry Rogozin will visit the United States to hold
talks as Roscosmos Director General and Russian
Presidential Envoy for International Space Cooperation,”
Tass reported. Roscosmos’ statement pointed out that U.S.
sanctions would not hinder Rogozin’s activities as
Presidential Envoy because “for the most part, talks take
place either in Russia or in countries that sanctions do not
cover,” Tass reported.
Rogozin will also supervise all key international
projects, Roscosmos stated: “They include the
International Space Station project, the Russian-EU
ExoMars mission and the Russian-Kazakh Baiterek
complex.”
Rogozin was invited to visit the U.S. by NASA
Administrator Jim Bridenstine in October, when
Bridenstine was in Russia and Kazakhstan. At that time
Bridenstine said that Washington would temporarily lift
the sanctions that had prohibited Rogozin from entering
the United States.
“I would like to discuss many questions with Dmitry
Rogozin,” the NASA administrator said last October. “If
we want to establish a good working relationship, then we
need to start to fully interact with each other, which in
turn, will be good for both countries.”
Bridenstine also said that Rogozin may speak at Rice
University in Houston. “I was happy to make a speech at
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Moscow State University, his alma mater, and I would be
happy for him to make a speech in Rice University.” (back
to top)

New Momentum in Fusion Energy Research
Should Get Federal Support. Each year, Steve Dean,
president of Fusion Power Associates, organizes a
conference to review the status and advances, and future
plans in fusion energy research, internationally. Dean
established Fusion Power Associates in 1980, after a
leadership career in the government fusion program.
This year’s conference was notable for two
interrelated reasons. Dean reported that when attendance
reached 100, he had to turn people away, because that was
all that the room could hold. Last year, he said, he had
about 80 registrants, and some 60 the year before—clearly
an increasing interest in fusion research.
The substantial increase in funding over this year by
the Congress undoubtedly helped, but whereas many of
those attending for years have been the gray-haired leaders
of the various fusion programs, this year, there has been an
influx of younger, enthusiastic scientists and engineers.
These are from the privately-funded start-ups, which
according to one report, have raised $1 billion in private
funds.
Although it is regarded as unlikely that the majority,
or perhaps any, of the private companies will reach the
goal of commercial fusion, most are carrying out valuable
research, trying new, innovative approaches, and even
picking up fruitful ideas that were never fully pursued due
to funding cutoffs. These bring new ideas and enthusiasm
into fusion research. In general, the new, small, private
fusion companies have no illusions as to how difficult their
task is, and have said outright that when they reach a
certain level and size of experiment, they will need
government support.
A new appointee to the Department of Energy Office
of Science made very short impromptu remarks that were
upbeat, telling the fusion scientists that their work “can
change the world.” Perhaps this indicates a sea change in
the Trump Administration’s view of fusion, and will result
in an increase in funding, rather than a cut, as was the case
with last year’s, Fiscal 2019 budget request. (back to top)

